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A car service
that improves
your swing
At motoreasy, we want to save you time,
money and hassle, allowing you to enjoy
the better things in your life.
Your car service with motoreasy looks like this:
Benefit from up to 40% savings
on servicing.

Our expert engineers deal direct with
the garage so you don’t have to.

Rigorous services are carried out to
exact manufacturer’s specifications.

No waiting time, your car is collected and
delivered back to you once complete.

Relax - with all of your car hassles taken care of, what will you do?

Get an instant quote and save more at motoreasy.com

Duncan McClure Fisher
Founder and CEO
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We love police cars. You can seemingly take just about any model,
just add flashing lights and flourescent check finish and they all look
super cool. Obviously we get a tad nervy when one is in the rear
view mirror, but on the whole police cars and the people inside are
out to protect the good and lock up the bad. So we were pleased
when Vauxhall showed how they made them, Ford shared some
lovely old classic cop cars and Volvo produced the lovely V60.
If you missed Tina and Bobby on ITV, well that was treat for classic
car fans and that's why we have that beautiful Jaguar on the cover. A
few words from Patsy Kensit and Michelle Keegan did not go amiss
either. Also from the '60s, the mystery of whatever happened to
Twiggy's Toyota is solved. Bet you never knew it had gone missing?
Buy Now is now in two parts as there are just so many brand new
cars and offers out there. It is hard to know what to pick sometimes,
but it will find a mix of the truly affordable and the expensively
exotic.
Car Choice is really catching on and although we get the majority
of questions from the iPaper, please feel free to ask us what we think
you should be buying. It could be anything from a classic Jag to a
retired police car.
Finally we have acquired at great expense, the rights to cartoon
superhero Spencer Haze. He'll be on the website and at the back of
the mag.
I think he might have been in trouble with the cops. Quite often.
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Phlip Schofield
in South Africa

News, Events
& Celebs

Roger Daltrey &
Rolls Royce

“I am enormously excited at the prospect
of raising vital funds and awareness for the
Teenage Cancer Trust in collaboration with RollsRoyce, a true British icon,” said Roger Daltrey,
frontman of The Who. “The themes, so perfectly
expressed by the Rolls-Royce designers in both
cars, are as relevant today as they were when
we first performed them. I worked hard with the
designers " .

If you've been watching 'This Morning'
on ITV you may have seen Philip
Scofield in South Africa in a Porsche
Speedster.

SPOTTED
OUT AND
ABOUT

Ben Fogle
New Lives in the Wild presenter, BenFogle,
will be at the Caravan, Camping and
Motorhome Show at Birmingham’s NEC from
21 to 26 February. This year’s show has plenty
of free, have-a-go features including an indoor
children’s assault course and mobile climbing
mountain. A towing and manoeuvring skills
area offers expert tuition for those new to
caravanning and motorhome holidays as
well as those who want to brush up on their
techniques.
4 freecarmag.com

La La Land Golden Globes
Jaeger-LeCoultre congratulated “La La Land” director Damien
Chazelle for winning 7 Golden Globes and breaking the record
for the most Golden Globes won by a single movie. In addition to
best director and best screenplay, “La La Land” swept the 74th
Golden Globe Awards with best comedy picture, best score, best
song and best actor nods to Ryan Gosling and Emma Stone.

Get Dermot O'Leary
the
look

We love London Fashion Week and at the moment they are dressing blokes and there is no
one sharper then Dermot O’Leary. So we were pleased to see him swanning around in a
G-Class, our very favourite Mercedes. Mercedes-Benz were the official vehicle sponsor for
London Fashion Week Men’s; by providing a luxurious fleet of fuel efficient chauffeured
cars, Mercedes-Benz ensured that guests from around the world arrive in comfort and
style at catwalk shows and fashion events. during London Fashion Week Men’

Dermot O'Leary

Getting back to Dermot,
we wanted to see if it
was possible to emulate
his relaxed style, and of
course it is.
1 Mercedes G-Class from
£88,105
2 Suit £89.40 Debenhams
3 Overcoat £179 M & S
4 Jumper £15 Topman
5 Scarf £15 Moss Bros
6 Shoes £55 Burton
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Patriots Day

BOSTON
MARATHON
BOMBING

Mark Wahlberg brings to the screen a story of
courage and incredible bravery .
In the aftermath of an
unspeakable act of terror,
Police Sergeant TOMMY
SAUNDERS (Mark Wahlberg)
joins courageous survivors,
first responders and
investigators in a race against
the clock to hunt down the
bombers before they strike
again.
Weaving together the
stories of Special Agent
RICHARD DESLAURIERS (Kevin
6 freecarmag.com

Bacon), Police Commissioner
ED DAVIS (John Goodman),
Sergeant JEFFREY PUGLIESE
(J.K. Simmons) and nurse
CAROL SAUNDERS (Michelle
Monaghan) this visceral and
unflinching chronicle captures
the suspense of the most
sophisticated manhunt in
law enforcement history and
the strength of the people of
Boston.
In Cinemas now.

Police
Interceptors
Unleashed

V

innie Jones presents clips of the most exciting chases
and action from the popular crime series on Spike.
Kitted out with the latest high-spec tech, the fastest
cars on the roads, specially trained dogs and state-of-the-art
helicopters, these elite cops are always ready to deal with
anything from raids, brawls, chases, gangs, booze and
crashes to runaway burglars, drug dealers, car thieves,
domestic disputes and knife-wielding menaces. Find it on
Catch Up on My5.

freecarmag.com 7

Vauxhall

COP
SHOP

Ever wondered
where Police Cars
came from? Well
Vauxhall ones
come from Luton,
obviously.
6 freecarmag.com
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V

auxhall has officially opened its
Police car factory, the largest of
its kind in Europe, at its manufacturing
plant in Luton, Bedfordshire.
The factory will convert 2,500 vehicles
per year, including cars and vans,
for use by Police forces, and Fire and
Ambulance services nationwide.
Bringing 50 new jobs to Luton, the
new facility has been created after
moving production in-house from

its previous location in Millbrook,
Bedfordshire.
Supplier firms around the country
also benefit with 90 per cent of bluelight content, the materials used to
convert a standard car in to a Police
car, sourced locally from UK suppliers.
Local firms include Border Engineering
in Luton who make brackets and AV
Engineering in Royston who make
fascia mouldings.

An array of Vauxhalls will be converted
for use by the emergency services at the
Luton facility with cars including Corsa,
Astra, Insignia and Mokka, and CVs, such
as Combo, Movano and the Luton-built
Vivaro vans.
Vauxhall is the only manufacturer to
offer a one-stop shop for blue-light
vehicles. Everything is done in-house
from testing to converting and even
remarketing of decommissioned
vehicles.
Policing has changed dramatically in
recent years with new types of crimes
and the increased terror threat. With
technology like 4G Wi-Fi and rugged
Toughbook tablets, Vauxhall can offer
the emergency services everything they
need to stay connected on the move.
“Through our flexible production
facility, Vauxhall is able to offer a onestop shop purchasing experience to UK
emergency services,” said Dick Ellam,
Vauxhall’s Manager, Special Vehicles.
“We can deliver a wide choice of car
and van models, specifically designed
and rigorously-tested to meet the
stringent demands of our emergency
services. We can also supply turn-key
vehicle solutions that enable rapid
turnaround of replacement vehicles,
plus we can now offer a unique in-house
de-commissioning and re-marketing
service.”
Vauxhall is the number one supplier
to Police fleets with a 70 per cent market
share of competitive segments.
freecarmag.com 9

Volvo V90 Estate

WE LOVE

SCANDI CRIME
The lucky Police, or rather Polis force, in Sweden now have the magnificent V90
at their disposal. Free Car Mag always adored the Nordic Noir style which works
perfectly wth the best estate car in the world (+ it’s coming to the UK Force too).
The Swedish police will take
delivery of its first V90 police cars
around about now, after the car
recently achieved the highest rating
ever in the Swedish police’s highly
demanding driving test.
The demands on emergency vehicles
are higher than on normal road cars.
On top of that, unlike in many other
countries, in Sweden the police car is
judged as a workplace. This means any
car has to meet strict demands in areas
such as performance, comfort, quality
and ergonomics in order to qualify as a
police car.
The Swedish police car test focuses
10 freecarmag.com

on five areas: a brake test, an obstacle
course, evasive action tests with and
without braking, and high-speed
emergency driving.
The overall score for the V90 was
9.2 out of 10, the highest rating ever
achieved by any car in this demanding
test.
The final test protocol on the V90
prepared by Swedish police test
drivers concludes that “overall, it is
difficult to find any faults at all. Chassis,
steering, suspension, traction control
and powertrain all show exemplary
performance. Quick lane changes at
high speeds feel almost deceptively easy,

the car does what it is told to do and
shakes off lateral forces without any
protest.”
While the Swedish police will be the
first to start using the V90, Volvo Cars
sells its police cars in other countries as
well. Other police forces that in recent
years have used Volvos include Norway,
Italy, the Netherlands and the UK. The
V90, too, will be made available to any
interested police forces around the
globe.
With the V90 police car, Volvo takes
the highly refined driving experience
of the award-winning standard V90 to
the next level. To transform the car

Volvo Car Special Products
department further develops the
model to meet the specific demands
of police forces.
For instance, the chassis is made
stronger and more dynamic, the brakes
and suspension are improved, and the
car is fully equipped with all necessary
tools and communication equipment.

It takes about a week to transform a
standard V90 into a police car at Volvo
Cars’ special manufacturing facility in
Torslanda, Sweden.
Volvo Cars has a long history in
providing police cars: as far back as
1929, Swedish police fought crime from
behind the wheel of a Volvo. In the
decades that followed, classic Volvos

such as the Amazon and the 144 also
served in police uniform. More recently,
the XC70 and V70 estates have been
used by police forces. The XC70, too,
was the best police car ever tested
by Swedish police at the time of its
introduction.
.
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Ford Focus RS

NOW
T O DAY O N T H E M 1 1

The world’s most exclusive ‘police-car’ – based on
the multi-award-winning Ford Focus RS – has been
on test with police forces across the UK. The £31,250,
four-wheel-drive, front-engined hyper hatch reaches
60mph from a standing start in under five seconds.
Powered by a 2.3-litre turbocharged, 16-valve, fourcylinder Ford EcoBoost engine, the Focus RS develops

&THEN
30 YEARS AGO ON THE M11

The world’s most exclusive ‘policer-car’ based on the
championship winning Ford RS200 rally. The £50,000 four
wheel drive, mid-engined police ‘supercar’ reached 60 mph
from a standing start in under five seconds. Powered by a
1.8 litre turbocharged, 16 valve, four cylinder Ford engine
mounted behind the driver/passenger compartment, the
RS200 develops 250 bhp in standard road going form.
12 freecarmag.com

1967 FORD ANGLIA

1962 FORD ZEPHYR

VOLVO 850 R

The world’s most exclusive ‘police-car’ – based on the multi-awardwinning Ford Focus RS – has been on test with police forces across
the UK. The £31,250, four-wheel-drive, front-engined hyper hatch
reaches 60mph from a standing start in under five seconds.

1994 ESCORT COSWORTH

1969 LOTUS CORTINA

1985 FORD GRANADA

1983 FORD CAPRI
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TOP COP FILM
QUOTES

Back-Seat Driver

Lieutenant Thaddeus
Harris: “Son, where did
you get that gun?”
Cadet Eugene
Tackleberry: [smiling
proudly] “My mum gave
it to me.”
Police Academy 1984
•
“Go ahead.
Make my day.”

North/South Divide
$BSDSJNFJTOPUFRVBMJUJTEJFSFOU%BSO4BSG0PQ/PSG
The latest figures from TRACKER show
that 64% of cars stolen in the north of England in 2015 were stolen with keys. This
compares to just 42% of cars in the south
being stolen using keys. It’s clear that all
car owners need to be vigilant, when it
comes to keeping their car keys safe, but
motorists in the north should be particularly vigilant urges TRACKER, the stolen
vehicle recovery expert.
When it comes to the favoured models,
car thieves in the north of England appear
to prefer Mercedes Benz, whilst their
counterparts in the south favour BMWs.
However, figures indicate that a high
percentage of vehicles in the north of the
country are stolen by means of car key
burglaries, frequently referred to by the
police as ‘Hanoi’ or 2-in-1 burglaries, where
thieves target a specific address where a
desired vehicle is parked or garaged.
Supporting TRACKER’s research, West
Yorkshire Police report that thieves committing burglaries in some parts of the
county have switched their attention to
stealing keys to take vehicles, rather than
taking electrical items, money and jewellery. However, the reality is that offences

Have your say
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where cars are stolen by means of burglary carry a much higher sentencing tariff
than cars stolen by means of conventional
vehicle theft.
Meanwhile, in the south, car thieves
tend to focus on compromising electronic
security systems and key cloning, leading
to the Metropolitan Police listing vehicle
theft as one of its top seven priorities.
The microchips embedded in keyless fobs
emit a signal to the car which thieves are
then able to intercept and copy, allowing
them to start the car remotely without the
owner’s knowledge. Stealing cars in this
way carries a shorter jail sentence, reduces
the risk of being caught red-handed and
therefore serves as an additional incentive
over car key burglaries.

@freecarmag1

Clint Eastwood,
Sudden Impact 1983
•
“This is the cleanest
and nicest police car I’ve
ever been in in my life.
This thing’s nicer than
my apartment. ”
Eddie Murphy,
Beverley Hills Cop 1984
•
Roger Murtaugh: Have
you ever met anybody
you didn’t kill?
Martin Riggs: Well, I
haven’t killed you yet.
Lethal Weapon 1987
•
Roger Murtaugh: This
was a new car, Riggs...
Martin Riggs: Well, it
still is!
Lethal Weapon 2 1989

Used Car Easy

TOP 5 USED

COP CARS

1PMJDF$BSTIBWFBKPCUPEP$BUDIUIFCBE
QFPQMFBOEUIFOTFDVSFMZSFTUSBJOUIFN
CFGPSFNBLJOHUIFNTJUJOUIFCBDLPGUIFJS
DPQDBS4PXIJDIPOFTBSFUIFCFTUXIFO
UIFZBSFSFUJSFEBOEBMMXFIBWFUPEPJT
QFSTVBEFTPNFDIJMESFOUPCFIBWFBOEUIBU
XFBSF BMNPTUUIFSF )FSFBGFXBOTXFST

LOTUS EVORA
There are rather a lot of instances where manufacturers, like Porsche
and Lamborghini do a PR stunt involving their car covered in the
reflective yellow and blue. As it is there are no Lotus Evora cop cars, but
it is great to dream. Check for chase damage to the composite body.

SKODA OCTAVIA

VAUXHALL ASTRA

Twenty plus years ago the actual concept of the British police force using
Skodies would have been risible. As it is Volkswagen’s money and the
Czech brand means that there is an instantly a reliable, affordable and
practical police vehicle. Even cheaper once retired and fashionably white.

It is impossible to go wrong with an Astra. It may not be persuit vehicle
material, like the Lotus Evora, which actually isn’t a cop car at all, but for
patrolling the streets and keeping them safe, it is hard to think of
anything better. Great value when bought from a police vehicle auction.

FORD TRANSIT
There is nothing more reassuring on a Friday night than seeing the
arrival of Transit in your local town centre. It means more coppers and
the outbreak of peace in the early hours madness. The Transit has never
been better. Check a used one for bite marks on the sliding doors.

NISSAN LEAF
In the old days they were called Panda cars. Small, cuddly and slow
vehicles which got Plod off his bike and even more removed from the
real world. Well, the Leaf is quite enough to creep up on crims and there
is plenty of instant acceleration when there is an actual chase.

For more used car information and buying tips go to freecarmag.com
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Next Time

A car repair
that works
harder for you
At motoreasy, we want to save you time,
money and hassle, allowing you to enjoy
the better things in your life.
Your car repairs with motoreasy looks like this:
Benefit from up to 40% savings
on your repairs.

Local workshops near you, with 10,000
across the UK.

Our technicians monitor specialist
workshops ensuring quality work is
carried out.

No waiting time, your car is collected
and delivered back to you once complete.

Relax - with all of your car hassles taken care of, what will you do?

Get an instant quote and save more at motoreasy.com

Duncan McClure Fisher
Founder and CEO

%PXOMPBEFWFSZJTTVFUPZPVSNPCJMF UBCMFUPSXIBUFWFS
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An MOT
that improves
family time
At motoreasy, we want to save you time,
money and hassle, allowing you to enjoy
the better things in your life.
Your car MOT with motoreasy looks like this:
Benefit from up to 40% savings
on an MOT.

24/7 booking facility.

All work monitored by our personal
technicians

No waiting time, your car is
collected and delivered back to you
once complete.

Relax - with all of your car hassles taken care of, what will you do?

Get an instant quote and save more at motoreasy.com

Duncan McClure Fisher
Founder and CEO
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Buy Now

AVAILABLE:
NOW
PRICE FROM:
£32,300

)BSEDPSF)PU)BUDI)POEB$JWJD5ZQF3

BLACK EDITION
8FSFBMMZNVTUJTTVFBOBQPMPHZ#ZUIFUJNFZPVSFBE
UIJT FWFSZ#MBDL&EJUJPOJTNPSFUIBOMJLFMZUPIBWFCFFO
TPME4PSSZ+VTUTPZPVLOPX UIJTFEJUJPODFMFCSBUFTUIF
MBTUPGUIFDVSSFOU$JWJD5ZQF3UPDPNFPUIF
QSPEVDUJPOMJOF5IJTWFSTJPOJTMJNJUFEUPUIFMBTU
DBSTUPDPNFPUIFQSPEVDUJPOMJOFBOE)POEBJT
FYQFDUJOHUIFWFSTJPOUPCFDPNFBUSVFDPMMFDUPSTJUFN
5IF$JWJD5ZQF3#MBDL&EJUJPOGFBUVSFTB
QSFEPNJOBOUMZCMBDLJOUFSJPSXJUISFEBDDFOUTXIJDIBEE
UPUIFQSFNJVNDBCJOGFFM XIJMTUUIFFYUFSJPSJT
EJFSFOUJBUFEGSPNUIFTUBOEBSEWFSTJPOCZSFESFBSXJOH
FOEQMBUFTPOUIFTQPJMFS
5IF#SJUJTICVJMU)POEB$JWJD5ZQF3JTQPXFSFECZUIF
NPTUFYUSFNFBOEIJHIQFSGPSNJOH5ZQF3FOHJOFFWFS
CVJMU5IFEJSFDUJOKFDUFEUVSCPDIBSHFEMJUSF75&$
QFBLQPXFSPVUQVUJT14BU SQN BOEQFBL
UPSRVFJT/NBU SQN
4PJGZPVCVZPOFQMFBTFMFU'SFF$BS.BHIBWFBHP

18 freecarmag.com

7PMLTXBHFO(PMGCVUXJUI4VQFS4BWJOHT
4UZMJTI4QPSUT4BMPPOJTCBDL

AVAILABLE:
NOW
PRICE:
SAVE £3250

AVAILABLE:
NOW
PRICE:
£29,180

*

VOLKSWAGEN GOLF RANGE

5IJTPFSSVOTVOUJM"QSJMBOEBQQMJFTUPBMMUSJNMFWFMTPGUIF(PMGIBUDICBDLJODMVEJOHUIFIFBEMJOF
HSBCCJOHIJHIQFSGPSNBODF(PMGT5IJTJODMVEFTUIFMFHFOEBSZ(PMG(5* UIFSBQJE(PMG(5%BOEUIF
BHTIJQ(PMG3"TXFMMBTBb DVTUPNFSTBWJOH TPUIBUUIF(PMG4TUBSUTBUb UIFSFBSFBMTP
EFBMTBDSPTTUIF78SBOHF%FQPTJUDPOUSJCVUJPOTPGb UPb POIJHIUFDI5JHVBO QMVTB1PMP
PFSUIBUJODMVEFTBb EFQPTJUDPOUSJCVUJPOBOEUIBUJODMVEFTJOTVSBODF*UEPFTOUFOEUIFSF 
CFDBVTFUIFSFBSFBMTPEFQTPJUEFBMTPOUIFCJHHFTU7PMLTXBHFO UIF5PVBSFHBOEUIFWFSZTNBMMFTU UIF
6Q#FUUFSHFUJOUPVDIXJUIZPVSMPDBMEFBMFSGPSEFUBJMT5IFZEPOUKVTUTFMM(PMGTZPVLOPX

AVAILABLE:
NOW
PRICE:
£17,715

5PQPGUIF3BOHF$MJPDPNFTXJUIB5POPG,JU

RENAULT CLIO SIGNATURE NAV

#BTFEPOUIFBMSFBEZFYUFOTJWFMZFRVJQQFE%ZOBNJRVF4WFSTJPO UIF4JHOBUVSFTQFDJDBUJPOBEETCMBDL
QBSUMFBUIFSVQIPMTUFSZXJUIIFBUFEGSPOUTFBUTBOEIFJHIUBEKVTUBCMFQBTTFOHFSTFBUUPHFUIFSXJUI
IBOETGSFFQBSLJOH SFBSQBSLJOHDBNFSB EFHSFFQBSLJOHTFOTPSTBOE3FOBVMU3-JOL.VMUJNFEJB
TZTUFNXJUIJODIUPVDITDSFFOXJUI5PN5PN-*7&4BUFMMJUF/BWJHBUJPOTZTUFN5IF$MJP4JHOBUVSFJT
QSJDFEGSPNb 053ˊBQSFNJVNPGb PWFSUIF%ZOBNJRVF4/BWCVUXJUIb PGBEEJUJPOBM
FRVJQNFOU5IBUBMMTPVOETMJLFKPMMZHPPEOFXTUPVT MVYVSZTVQFSNJOJTIBWFOFWFSMPPLFECFUUFS
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For stockists call: 01628 770988 | pulsar-watches.co.uk

Racing
Legend
TV

THE DEREK BELL 5OO
'SFF$BS.BHMPWF0NPMPHBUP5IFZNBLFXBUDIFTBUSFBMXPSMEQSJDFTXIJDIBSF
TUZMJTIBOEIBWFHSFBUNPUPSJOHSBDJOHTUPSJFTCFIJOEUIFN5IFMBUFTUBEEJUJPOUP
UIFJSSBOHFDPOUJOVFTUIBUHSFBUUSBEJUJPOXJUIUIFMFHFOEUIBUJT%FSFL#FMM8F
XFMDPNFUIFBSSJWBMPGUIFMJNJUFEFEJUJPO%FSFL#FMM

$FMFCSBUJOH#FMM
TSFNBSLBCMFHMPSZBUUIF-F.BOT
)PVST UIJTTUSJLJOHUJNFQJFDFIPOPVSTUIF#SJU
T
WJDUPSZCFIJOEUIFXIFFMPGUIFJDPOJD(VMG.JSBHF(3ˊUIF
STUPGIJTJNQSFTTJWFWFSBDFXJOT
8JUIBMFBUIFSTUSBQGFBUVSJOHPSBOHFBOEMJHIUCMVF
TUJUDIJOHBOEBMJHIUCMVFTUSJQSVOOJOHUISPVHIUIFNN
GBDF UIFGBNPVTJNBHFPGUIF(3JTDBQUVSFEQFSGFDUMZCZ
UIF%FSFL#FMM XIJDIXJMMCFJOTUPDLGSPN.BSDI
+VTUXBUDIFTBSFBWBJMBCMFXPSMEXJEF FBDIPGXIJDIJT
OVNCFSFEUP5IFZBMTPDPNFXJUIBCPPLMFUPOUIF
IJTUPSZPG-F.BOTBOEUIFMJGFBOEUJNFTPG#FMM IBOE
TJHOFECZUIFNBOIJNTFMG

#VZFSTXJMMIBWFUIFDIBODFUPTIPXPUIFJSXBUDIFTUP
#FMM UPP BTUIFUISFFUJNF%BZUPOBDIBNQJPOJTTFUUP
BUUFOETQFDJBM0NPMPHBUPFWFOUTMBUFSUIJTZFBS8IFUIFSBU
UIFCSBOE
TIJHIMZBDDMBJNFE$ISPOPT"OE$BSTNFFUTPSB
ESJOLTFWFOJOHXJUI1PSTDIF #FMMXJMMCFPOIBOEUPTIBSF
UIFTUPSJFTUIBUJOTQJSFEUIF%FSFL#FMMXBUDIBOE
CFZPOE
22 freecarmag.com

"GUFSIJTUSJVNQIJO #FMMXFOUPOUPXJOUIF-F.BOT
)PVSTJO  BOEˊNBLJOHIJNUIF
NPTUTVDDFTTGVM#SJUUPDPNQFUFJOUIFSBDFUPEBUF

5IF0NPMPHBUPJTTUSJDUMZMJNJUFEUPFYBNQMFT BOE
JTQSJDFEBUb1SFPSEFSTDBOCFQMBDFEPOUIF
0NPMPHBUPXFCTJUF XJUIEFMJWFSJFTEVFJO.BSDI
)JTJOBVHVSBMWJDUPSZJTBSHVBCMZUIFNPTUGBNPVTPGUIFN
BMM IPXFWFS IBWJOHTQBXOFEPOFPGUIFCFTUSBDJOH
QBSUOFSTIJQTPGBMMUJNFCFUXFFO#FMMBOE#FMHJBO+BDLZ
*DLY5IFQBJSXPSLFEUPHFUIFSPO#FMM
TOFYUUXPWJDUPSJFT
JOUIFFBSMZFJHIUJFTCFGPSF*DLY
TOBMPVUJOHJO

5IF%FSFL#FMMXBUDIGFBUVSFTB+BQBOFTF2VBSU[
NPWFNFOU XIJDIPQFSBUFTTNPPUIMZBOEQSPNJTFTRVBMJUZ
PGNBOVGBDUVSJOH*UBMTPCSJOHTBEFTJSBCMFMFWFMPG
QSFDJTJPO SFMJBCJMJUZBOEBDDVSBDZUIBUPOMZDPNFTXJUIUIF
WFSZCFTUXBUDIFT
)FSFJTBXBUDIUIBUOPUPOMZDFMFCSBUFTUSVFNPUPSTQPSU
BDIJFWFNFOU CVUBMTPMPPLTTFSJPVTMZDPPM ZFUQVSQPTFGVM

Wanted

TEAMWORK
TIMEPIECE
1VMTBS"DDFMFSBUPS.4QPSUFEJUJPO
MJNJUFEUPKVTUb

5IF.4QPSU3BMMZUFBNBOE1VMTBSXPSLFEDMPTFMZ
UPHFUIFSPOUIFEFTJHOPGUIJTOFXXBUDIUPFOTVSFUIBUJU
IBTBMMUIFGVODUJPOBMJUZUIBUUIFUFBNOFFET5IF
DISPOPHSBQINFBTVSFTFMBQTFEUJNFXJUIBTQMJUUJNF
GVODUJPO5IFXBUDIJTQPXFSFECZMJHIUTPOFWFSOFFETB
CBUUFSZDIBOHFBOEIBTBGPVSNPOUIQPXFSSFTFSWF5IF
DBTFPQFOJOHJTXJEF UIFIBOETBSFMPOHBOEUIFEBUF
BQFSUVSFJTMBSHFTPUIBUUIFUJNFJTFBTJMZSFBEBCMFBUB
HMBODF4QFFEJTFBTJMZDBMDVMBUFEVTJOHUIFUBDIZNFUFS
POUIFEJBMSJOH.PTUPGBMM UIJTOFX"DDFMFSBUPS
$ISPOPHSBQIJTCVJMUUPUBLFUIFTUSFTTFTBOETUSBJOTPG
MJGFPOUIFSPBE*UJTNFUSFXBUFSSFTJTUBOU IBTB
TDSFXEPXODBTFCBDLBOEBTDSBUDISFTJTUBOUDSZTUBM
5IFSPCVTUDBTFJTNBEFPGTUBJOMFTTTUFFMBOEUIFTUSBQJT
NBEFPGTUJUDIFEMFBUIFSJOUIF.4QPSUDPMPVSTPGCMVF
BOECMBDL NBUDIJOHUIFEJBMBOEDBTF
&BDIIBTJUTPXOTFSJBMOVNCFSFOHSBWFEPOUIFDBTF
CBDLBOEJTPFSFEJOBTQFDJBMQSFTFOUBUJPOCPYUIBU
DFMFCSBUFTUIF.4QPSUQBSUOFSTIJQ
XXXQVMTBSXBUDIFTDPVL

PRETTY ECCENTRIC
CUFFLINKS £39.99

8IFOUIFTFXBUDIFTTUPQQFEXIPLOFX
UIFZXPVMECFSFJODBSOBUFEBTSFBMMZDPPM
DVJOLT$SBGUFEGSPNTTXBUDI
NPWFNFOUT XJUIUIFJSPSJHJOBMSVCZKFXFMT
BOENPVOUFEBTDVJOLT
1SFTFOUFEJOBCMBDLWJOUBHFJOTQJSFECPY
5IFTFPOFTBSFSPVOENPWFNFOUT CVU
UIFSFBSFBMTPSFDUBOHVMBS IFYBHPOBMBOE
PWBMWFSTJPOTBWBJMBCMF
www.prettyeccentric.co.uk

MY LEATHER MANBAG CADFAN
BRIEFCASE £150.00

5IJDLHFOVJOFDPXMFBUIFS RVBMJUZ
IBSEXBSF5IFQFSGFDUFWFSZEBZTUZMJTI
CBH%JNFOTJPOT-Y%Y)
JODIFT DN-YDN%YDN)
%BSLFTU0YCMPPEDPNFTXJUIB-POH
"EKVTUBCMF4IPVMEFS4USBQ 4PMJE2VBMJUZ
)BSEXBSF 'BCSJD-JOJOH 5XP'SPOU
1PDLFUT POFCBDLFYUFSJPS[JQQFEQPDLFU
JODIMBQUPQTQBDF BOEBEEJUJPOBM
QPDLFUTGPSXBMMFUBOENPCJMFQIPOF
XXXmyleathermanbag.com

MAN BANGLE SPANNER
BRACELET £80.00

'JOE,XJDLTJMWFSLVTUPNTPO&UTZBOEBQBSU
GSPNMPUTPGPUIFSJOUFSFTUJOHHJGUTQFSGFDUGPS
UIFNFDIBOJD CJLFSEBE PSDBSFOUIVTJBTUJO
ZPVSMJGF UIFSFJTUIJT*U
TBTQBOOFSUIBUIBT
CFFODSBGUFEJOUPBCSBDFMFU5IFTFBSFCSBOE
OFXTOBQPOTQBOOFSTNBEFGSPNTUFFM
DISPNFWFSOBEJVN5IFZEPO
UCFOEPS
NPWFTPUIBU
TXIZUIFTJ[FOFFETUPCFSJHIU
TPZPVDBOHFUJUPOBOEPFBTJMZBOEJUUT
PODFPO CVUUIFZUFMMZPVIPXUPNFBTVSF
www.etsy.com/uk
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Buy Now 2

AVAILABLE:
NOW
PRICE FROM:
£55,150

4VQFSDBSHFUT5PVDI1SPUFDIBOEPUIFSVQHSBEFT

JAGUAR F-T YPE

5IFOFX'5:1&SBOHFPFSTFWFONPSFESJWFSGPDVTFE
UFDIOPMPHZBOEBCSPBEFSNPEFMSBOHFUIBOFWFS 
DPNQSJTJOHEFSJWBUJWFTGSPNUIFQVSJTUBQQFBMPGUIF
SFBSXIFFMESJWF 14'5:1&UPUIFNQI BMMXIFFM
ESJWF'5:1&473ˊ+BHVBS
TBMMXFBUIFSTVQFSDBS
&WFSZ'5:1&OPXGFBUVSFTUIF5PVDI1SPJOGPUBJONFOU
TZTUFN*UTTVQFSGBTUSFTQPOTFT JOUVJUJWFUBCMFUTUZMF
PQFSBUJPO JOUFMMJHFOUOBWJHBUJPOGVODUJPOTTVDIBT4IBSF
&5"BOEPOMJOFTFSWJDFTTVDIBTSFBMUJNFUSBDBOEMJWF
XFBUIFSSFQPSUT
5IFBEEJUJPOPGMJHIUXFJHIUTMJNMJOFTFBUTBOEOFX
DISPNFBOEBMVNJOJVNUSJNOJTIFSTIFJHIUFOUIF
ESJWFSGPDVTFEGFFMPGUIFJOUFSJPSBOEQFSGFDUMZ
DPNQMFNFOUUIFFOIBODFEJOUFSJPSDPMPVSTDIFNFT
JODMVEJOHUIF4JFOB5BOMFBUIFSPQUJPOOPXBWBJMBCMF
BDSPTTUIFIVHFSBOHF/PUPOMZUIBU GVMM-&%IFBEMJHIUT
IFMQJNQSPWFESJWFSTBGFUZBOEDPNGPSU
4BZIFMMPUPUIFCSJMMJBOU'5ZQF

24 freecarmag.com

4TBOH:POHT3BOHFOPXDIFBQFSUPSVO
4UZMJTI4QPSUT4BMPPOJTCBDL

AVAILABLE:
NOW
PRICE:
SAVE £22,995

AVAILABLE:
NOW
PRICE:
£29,180

*

3 YEARS FREE SERVICING

4TBOH:POHJTDPOUJOVJOHJUTWBMVFBEEFEBQQSPBDIUPDBSPXOFSTIJQCZJOUSPEVDJOHUISFFZFBSTGSFF
TFSWJDJOHPOJUT5JWPMJ ,PSBOEP 3FYUPOBOE5VSJTNPNPEFMT+VTUTPZPVLOPX UIFPFSJTGPSZFBSTPS
 NJMFT XIJDIFWFSDPNFTTPPOFS BOEUSBOTGFSSBCMF5IFQJDUVSFE3FYUPOYGFBUVSFTBMJUSF
UVSCPEJFTFMFOHJOF BOEBTQFFENBOVBMPSTQFFE.FSDFEFT#FO[BVUPNBUJDUSBOTNJTTJPO5IF
XFMMFRVJQQFE3FYUPOJTCVJMUPOBTUFFMMBEEFSDIBTTJTGPSNBYJNVNTUSFOHUIBOEXJUIBUPOOFUPXJOH
DBQBDJUZ UIF4TBOH:POH3FYUPOJTBOFYUSFNFMZDPNQFUFOUPSPBEFSBOEUPXWFIJDMF"EEUIBUUPUIF
NBOVGBDUVSFSTZFBSXBSSBOUZBOEXIBUZPVIBWFJTTPNFUIJOHPGBOFXYCBSHBJO

AVAILABLE:
NOW
PRICE:
£13,645

4VQFSNJOJCFDPNFT+B[[JFSXJUI#SJHIUFS$PMPVST

HONDA JAZZ COLOUR MAGIC

5IF)POEB+B[[JTBMSFBEZPOFPGUIFXBSNFTUBOENPTUDIFFSGVMDBSTPOUIFSPBE UIBOLTUPJUTTUSPOH
DIBSBDUFS IJHIMFWFMTPGPXOFSTBUJTGBDUJPOBOESFXBSEJOHESJWJOHEZOBNJDT CVUESJWFSTXIPDIPPTF
DPMPVSTTVDIBTUIFNPEFMTCPME4VOTFU0SBOHFBOE"UUSBDU:FMMPX1FBSMBSFMJLFMJFSUPCFIBQQJFSˊBOE
TBGFSˊUIBONPTU1TZDIPMPHJTUTIBWFTIPXOBTUSPOHMJOLCFUXFFODPMPVSBOEQFSTPOBMJUZ XJUIIVFT
TVDIBTPSBOHFBOEZFMMPXNPTUQPQVMBSXJUIFYUSPWFSUTBOETBUJTFEQFPQMF:PVSCBOLCBMBODFNBZ
XFMMCFIFBMUIJFSJGZPVPQUGPSPOFPGUIF1$1QBDLBHFTUIBUTUBSUGSPNbBNPOUI
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Car Choice

Peter Murray has his eye on a £25,000 Bentley Continental.
Should he buy it, or go for some other luxury car?

LUXURY
CAR FOR
LESS

A CAR FOR THE HEAD
LEXUS GS300 SE-CVT

Peter has an imminent significant birthday and
rightly wants to treat himself. The last thing Peter
wants to do is buy a troublesome and unreliable
model as £25K is not a lot to spend. For that reason
I think that a Lexus would be the best option. They
come complete with every extra, are very comfortable and never break down. Plus Peter can buy a
recent example with a decent warranty and I think
that a GS 300 SE-CVT. I found a 2014 with less than
a 1000 miles, for £22,990, which is great value.
26 freecarmag.com

A CAR FOR THE HEART
BENTLEY CONTINENTAL GT

Peter is right to consider a Bentley Continental because with
a complete service history there should not be much to worry
about. The spark plugs need changing every four years and
they are difficult to get at. The most common problems are
related to electrical items and Electronic Control Units, so Peter
must make sure that everything works. Just take his time and
not to the purchase. Peter must buy on condition and not just
price. I found a 2004 Bentley Continental GT with 67,000 miles
for £23,800.

HHARDWORKING
HATCHBACK
FREE CAR MAG
CAN ANSWER
YOUR CAR
CHOICE
QUESTION

Peter and Anne Southgate’s car has failed its MOT and they
need another. They have £6,000 to spend on a hatchback.

A CAR FOR THE HEAD
VAUXHALL ASTRA

Peter and Anne are retired and have not bought a
car for a long time and they are concerned about
running costs and buying a decent model. They
want reliability and ease of use. An easy option
would be to simply buy a brand new car, but they
would prefer not to. A Vauxhall Astra is a good, no
nonsense hatchback. I would recommend petrol as
their mileage is low and they don’t need a complicated diesel. A 2012 1.4 Exclusiv for £6000 from a
dealer with just 22,000 is as good as buying new.

A CAR FOR THE HEART
SEAT LEON

Although Peter and Anne don’t want an exciting car they might
like the stylish, but good value SEAT Leon. I came across a very
well equipped example at a SEAT dealer. This 2012 1.2 TSi S
Copa had covered just over 50,000 miles and on sale for £6000.
The significant factor for Peter and Anne is that this vehicle is
covered by a manufacturer approved warranty. That means the
car is covered by a 12 month guarantee and comprehensively
checked. I would recommend an independent warranty and
care package from motoreasy when the year is up.
freecarmag.com 27

Film
TV

50 SHADES DARKER
IN AN
UNDERGROUND
CAR PARK

+BNJF%PSOBOBOE%BLPUB+PIOTPOSFUVSOBT$ISJTUJBO
(SFZBOE"OBTUBTJB4UFFMFJO'JGUZ4IBEFT%BSLFS UIF
TFDPOEDIBQUFSCBTFEPOUIFXPSMEXJEFCFTUTFMMJOH
'JGUZ
4IBEFT
QIFOPNFOPO&YQBOEJOHVQPOFWFOUTTFUJO
NPUJPOJO
TCMPDLCVTUFSMNUIBUHSPTTFENPSFUIBO
NJMMJPOHMPCBMMZ UIFOFXJOTUBMMNFOUBSSJWFTGPS
7BMFOUJOF
T%BZBOEJOWJUFTZPVUPTMJQJOUPTPNFUIJOHB
TIBEFEBSLFS8IFOBXPVOEFE$ISJTUJBO(SFZUSJFTUP
FOUJDFBDBVUJPVT"OB4UFFMFCBDLJOUPIJTMJGF TIFEFNBOET
BOFXBSSBOHFNFOUCFGPSFTIFXJMMHJWFIJNBOPUIFS
DIBODF"TUIFUXPCFHJOUPCVJMEUSVTUBOEOETUBCJMJUZ 

HVSFTGSPN$ISJTUJBO
TQBTUTUBSUUPDJSDMFUIFDPVQMF 
EFUFSNJOFEUPEFTUSPZUIFJSIPQFTGPSBGVUVSFUPHFUIFS
"MTPSFUVSOJOHGSPN'JGUZ4IBEFTPG(SFZBSF"DBEFNZ
"XBSEmXJOOFS.BSDJB(BZ)BSEFO +FOOJGFS&IMF -VLF
(SJNFT 3JUB0SB 7JDUPS3BTVL &MPJTF.VNGPSEBOE.BY
.BSUJOJ XIPBSFKPJOFEGPSUIFSTUUJNFCZ0TDBSmXJOOFS
,JN#BTJOHFS )VHI%BODZ #FMMB)FBUIDPUFBOE&SJD
+PIOTPO'JGUZ4IBEFT%BSLFSJTEJSFDUFECZ+BNFT'PMFZ
'FBS )PVTFPG$BSET BOEPODFBHBJOQSPEVDFECZ.JDIBFM
%F-VDB %BOB#SVOFUUJBOE.BSDVT7JTDJEJ BMPOHTJEF&-
+BNFT UIFDSFBUPSPGUIFDVMUVSFTQBOOJOHCMPDLCVTUFS

CAR SPOTTING

STARS IN THEIR CARS

5IBUˏTUIFOBNFPGUIF
57QSPHSBNNFZPVTIPVME
CFXBUDIJOHFWFSZ
8FEOFTEBZBUQNPO
UIF5SBWFM$IBOOFM

28 freecarmag.com

5IFHBOHJTCBDLUPHFUIFSGPSUIF
CFMBUFEGPMMPXVQUPUIF
T
5SBJOTQPUUJOH8FTQPUUFEB#.8
4FSJFTDPOWFSUJCMFJOUIFUSBJMFS BO
&NPEFMUPCFQSFDJTF XIJDIJT
SFBTPOFOPVHIUPHFU'SFF$BS.BHUP
UIFDJOFNB"DUVBMMZJUDPVMEFWFOCF
BO.8FXJMMIBWFUPJOWFTUJHBUF
0UIFSXJTFJUJTCVTJOFTTBTVTVBM
.BSL3FOUPO &XBO.D(SFHPS 
SFVOJUFTXJUI4QVE &XFO#SFNOFS 
4JDL#PZ +POOZ-FF.JMMFS #FHCJF
3PCFSU$BSMZMF BOEPUIFSPMEGSJFOET
BGUFSSFUVSOJOHUPUIFPOMZQMBDFUIBU
IFDBOFWFSDBMMIPNF*QSFTVNF
UIFZNFBO(MBTHPX

Film
Wanted

LIVE BY NIGHT
1BVM)FXJUU$PMMFDUJPOGSPNb

Ben Affleck directs this period gansgster film
and obviously it is a million times better than
Batman vs Superman.

0TDBSXJOOFS#FO"FDLEJSFDUFEBOETUBSTJOUIF

ESBNBUJDDSJNFUISJMMFSˑ-JWFCZ/JHIU˒"FDLBMTP
XSPUFUIFTDSFFOQMBZ CBTFEPOUIFBXBSEXJOOJOH
CFTUTFMMFSCZ%FOOJT-FIBOFJUNBSLTUIFTFDPOE
DPMMBCPSBUJPOGPSUIFGFMMPX#PTUPOOBUJWFT GPMMPXJOH
UIFBDDMBJNFEESBNBˑ(POF#BCZ(POF˒
5PHJWFZPVBCJUPGCBDLHSPVOE +PF$PVHIMJOJTUIF
88*WFUXIPJTBTFMGQSPDMBJNFEBOUJFTUBCMJTINFOU
PVUMBX EFTQJUFCFJOHUIFTPOPGUIF#PTUPO1PMJDF
%FQVUZ4VQFSJOUFOEFOU)PXFWFS +PFˏTOPUBMMCBE 
UIPVHIJOGBDU IFˏTOPUSFBMMZCBEFOPVHIGPSUIFMJGF
IFˏTDIPTFO6OMJLFUIFHBOHTUFSTIFSFGVTFTUPXPSLGPS 
IFIBTBTFOTFPGKVTUJDFBOEBOPQFOIFBSU BOECPUI
XPSLBHBJOTUIJN MFBWJOHIJNWVMOFSBCMFJOCVTJOFTT
BOEJOMPWF%SJWFOCZBOFFEUPSJHIUUIFXSPOHT
LUXURY LEATHER TRAVEL
DPNNJUUFEBHBJOTUIJNBOEUIPTFDMPTFUPIJN
+PF
BAGS £199.50
IFBETEPXOBSJTLZQBUIUIBUHPFTBHBJOTUIJT
8FBCTPMVUFMZBEPSFUIFTF.PUPSJOH
VQCSJOHJOHBOEIJTPXONPSBMDPEF-FBWJOHUIFDPME
$MBTTJDTIBOEDSBGUFEMJUSFUSBWFMCBHT
1SPEVDFEJOTPGUDBMGMFBUIFSBOEDPNQMFUF
#PTUPOXJOUFSCFIJOE
IFBOEIJTSFDLMFTTDSFXUVSOVQ
XJUIGVMMMFOHUI[JQ TIPVMEFSTUSBQBOE
UIFIFBUJO5BNQB"OEXIJMFSFWFOHFNBZUBTUF
SFJOGPSDFEDPSOFST UIFZDBOCFPSEFSFEJO
TXFFUFSUIBOUIFNPMBTTFTUIBUJOGVTFTFWFSZESPQPG
VOBEPSOFECMBDLPSCSPXO PSXJUI.(PS
JMMFHBMSVNIFSVOT
+PFXJMMMFBSOUIBUJUDPNFTBUB
"VTUJO)FBMFZMPHP5IFTFBSFUIFNPTU
QSJDF
TUZMJTIUSBWFMCBHTZPVDBOCVZSJHIUOPX
)FSFBSFBMMUIFQFPQMFJOWPMWFEJOUIFMNXJUIB
BOEXFUIJOLUIFMPHPTNBLFUIFNDPPMFS
IBOEZCSBDLFUFEMNDMVFBTUPUIFMBTU)PMMZXPPE
www.motoringclassics.co.uk
CMPDLCVTUFSZPVNBZSFNFNCFSUIFNCFJOHJO*OGBDU
UIFSFXBTSFBNTBOESFBNTPGQFPQMF CVUMFUˏTTUBSU

XJUITPNFPOFXIPEPFTOPUOFFENVDIPGBO
JOUSPEVDUJPOCFDBVTF-JWFCZ/JHIUJTQSPEVDFECZ
-FPOBSEP%J$BQSJP5IF8PMGPG8BMM4USFFU 
0VUPG

UIF'VSOBDFBOE+FOOJGFS%BWJTTPO5IF*EFTPG
.BSDI 
0SQIBO

4UBSSJOHXJUI"FDLBSF&MMF
'BOOJOH.BMFDFOU #SFOEBO(MFFTPO*OUIF)FBSU
PGUIF4FB UIF)BSSZ1PUUFSMNT $ISJT.FTTJOB
"SHP 
5IF.JOEZ1SPKFDU

4JFOOB.JMMFS"NFSJDBO
4OJQFS 
'PYDBUDIFS

;PF4BMEBOB(VBSEJBOTPGUIF
(BMBYZ 
"WBUBS

BOE0TDBSXJOOFS$ISJT$PPQFS
"EBQUBUJPO 
5IF5PXO

1IFX

TOM TOM ON STREET PARKING
FREE FOR TOM TOM USERS

5PN5PNVTFTJUTWBTUTVQQMZPG(14EBUBUP
EFUFSNJOFXIFSFESJWFSTBSFMPPLJOHGPS
QBSLJOHQMBDFTBOEBUXIBUUJNFTPGUIFEBZ
*UQSPWJEFTESJWFSTXJUIUIFQSPCBCJMJUZPG
OEJOHBQBSLJOHTQPUPOBTUSFFUMFWFM BT
XFMMBTUIFBWFSBHFTFBSDIUJNFGPSBTQPU5P
GVSUIFSFOIBODFUIFQBSLJOHFYQFSJFODF 
5PN5PNXJMMBMTPQVCMJTIQSJDJOHBOE
SFTUSJDUJPOJOGPSNBUJPOXIFSFBWBJMBCMF
www.tomtom.com
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TVFilms
‘60s Special
TV

TINA & BOBBY
The true story of britain’s ‘60s sports power couple

Tina & Bobby’s Jaguar S-Type

Jaguar S- Type was introduced in 1964. The front
end of this model is the old Mark II but with a
new grille and headlamps. The rear end comes
from the much larger Mark X model and was
fitted to accomodate independent rear
suspension. There were two engine options, a 3.4
and 3.8 litre. It was made until 1968 and in total
24,900 were built. Not that expensive for a classic
Jaguar, buy one from under £10,000 to no more
than £20,000. That’s a bargain.

30 freecarmag.com

W

e loved Tina & Bobby on ITV Friday’s at 9pm not least
because there were some lovely classic cars like this
5JOBBOE#PCCZJTBOFQJDMPWFTUPSZBCPVUBOPSEJOBSZHJSMXIPGBMMTGPSBOPSEJOBSZCPZPOMZUPCF
lovely S-Type Jaguar. The story itself is just as
TXFQUVQJOBOFYUSBPSEJOBSZMJGF
fascinating.
Tina
and Bobby is an epic love .JDIFMMF,FFHBO
story about an ordinary
girl
/JOFUFFOZFBSPME5JOB%FBO
NBSSJFE#PCCZ.PPSF
-PSOF.BD'BEZFO GPSMPWF 
whoMJUUMFLOPXJOHUIBUUIFJSNBSSJBHFXPVMECFEFOFECZIJTUPSZ5JOBTUSVHHMFEBTBIPVTFXJGFCVU
falls for an ordinary boy only to be swept up in an
extraordinary
life.
#PCCZ
TTUBSBTDFOEFEBTIFCFDBNF&OHMBOEDBQUBJOBHFEKVTU8IFO5JOBGFMMQSFHOBOUUIFJS
Nineteen-year-old
Tina Dean (Michelle Keegan) married
GVUVSFMPPLFECSJHIUVOUJM#PCCZXBTEJBHOPTFEXJUIDBODFS4XPSOUPTFDSFDZ
5JOBQSPWFE
Bobby
Moore
(Lorne MacFadyen) for love, little knowing that
#PCCZ
TSPDLBTIFGPVHIUIJTXBZCBDLUPUOFTTCVUIFBOE5JOBDMBTIFEXIFOBTUBOEPXJUIIJT
their
marriage would be defined by history.
DMVCNBOBHFSKFPQBSEJTFEIJT8PSME$VQQSPTQFDUT
Tina
struggled as a housewife but Bobby’s star ascended
as
8IFO&OHMBOEXPOUIF8PSME$VQJO+VMZ
#PCCZCFDBNFBOBUJPOBMIFSPBOE5JOBXBT
he became
England
captain
aged
just
23.
When
Tina
fell
KFUUJTPOFEGSPNTVCVSCBOIPVTFXJGFUPBSPMFJOUIFTQPUMJHIU4IFBOE#PCCZCFDBNFGPPUCBMM
T
pregnant their future looked bright… until Bobby was
HPMEFODPVQMF
BOE5JOBXBTUIFSTU8"(
diagnosed with cancer. Sworn to secrecy, Tina proved
#VUUIFJSDFMFCSJUZMJGFTUZMFDBNFBUBDPTU#PCCZXBTBSSFTUFEXIJMFUSBJOJOHGPSUIF8PSME$VQ
Bobby’s rock as he fought his way back to fitness but he and
LUXURY
LEATHER TRAVEL
FURYGAN TITAN EVO
TOM TOM ON STREET PARKING
BOEUIFZXFSFUIFUBSHFUPGBLJEOBQUISFBU
Tina clashed when a stand off with his club manager
BAGS
£199.50
FROM
£289.99
FREE FOR TOM TOM USERS
jeopardised his World Cup prospects.
8FBCTPMVUFMZBEPSFUIFTF.PUPSJOH
'VSZHBO
TUPQPGUIFSBOHFUFYUJMFKBDLFU
5PN5PNVTFTJUTWBTUTVQQMZPG(14EBUBUP
8IFO#PCCZ
TQMBZJOHDBSFFSXBOFEBOECVTJOFTTEFDJTJPOTMFGUUIFNJOEFCUDSBDLTTUBSUFEUPTIPX
When England won the World Cup in July 1966, Bobby became
IBTTUZMJOHUIBUJTVONJTUBLFBCMZEFSJWFE
EFUFSNJOFXIFSFESJWFSTBSFMPPLJOHGPS
JOUIFJSSFMBUJPOTIJQBOE5JOBGBDFEUIFCJHHFTUCBUUMFPGBMM
UPTBWFUIFJSNBSSJBHF
a $MBTTJDTIBOEDSBGUFEMJUSFUSBWFMCBHT
national
hero and Tina was jettisoned from suburban
1SPEVDFEJOTPGUDBMGMFBUIFSBOEDPNQMFUF
GSPNUIFDPNQBOZ
TSBDJOHSPPUT
JUJT
QBSLJOHQMBDFTBOEBUXIBUUJNFTPGUIFEBZ
housewife to a role in the spotlight. She and Bobby became
XJUIGVMMMFOHUI[JQ
TIPVMEFSTUSBQBOE
NBEFGSPNBSPCVTU
CSFBUIBCMF

*UQSPWJEFTESJWFSTXJUIUIFQSPCBCJMJUZPG
football’s ‘golden couple’ and Tina was the first WAG.
SFJOGPSDFEDPSOFST
XBUFSQSPPGBOEEJSUSFTJTUBOU1PMZBNJEF
OEJOHBQBSLJOHTQPUPOBTUSFFUMFWFM BT
But their celebrity UIFZDBOCFPSEFSFEJO
lifestyle came at a cost. Bobby
was arrested
VOBEPSOFECMBDLPSCSPXO
PSXJUI.(PS
XFMMBTUIFBWFSBHFTFBSDIUJNFGPSBTQPU5P
while
training for the 1970 World
Cup and they 5IFSFJT%0QSPUFDUJPOJOUIFFMCPXTBOE
were the target
TIPVMEFS QMVTBEEJUJPOBMFYUFSOBMTIFMMT
GVSUIFSFOIBODFUIFQBSLJOHFYQFSJFODF 
of"VTUJO)FBMFZMPHP5IFTFBSFUIFNPTU
a kidnap threat.
TUZMJTIUSBWFMCBHTZPVDBOCVZSJHIUOPX
POUIFTIPVMEFSTBOECBDLQSPUFDUPS
5PN5PNXJMMBMTPQVCMJTIQSJDJOHBOE
When Bobby’s playing career waned and business decisions
BOEXFUIJOLUIFMPHPTNBLFUIFNDPPMFS
SFTUSJDUJPOJOGPSNBUJPOXIFSFBWBJMBCMF
left
them in debt cracks started to show in theirQPDLFUTVJUBCMFGPSUIF%0MFWFMPOFBOE
relationship and
Tina
faced the biggest battle of all, to save theirUXPQSPUFDUPSTXXXnevis.uk.com
marriage. See
www.motoringclassics.co.uk
www.tomtom.com
Tina & Bobby on ITV and catch up services.
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TVFilms
‘60s Special
TV

MICHELLE & PATSY
The female stars of Tina & Bobby talk football and why they took the roles

Michelle Keegan plays Tina
How much did you know about Tina and Bobby before you took on the role? “I’ll be
honest, I didn’t know a lot about Tina outside of Bobby. The first time I heard their story was
when I watched the documentary, Bobby. A few weeks later I received the scripts so it felt like
fate.”
How would you describe Tina? “Tina is a very confident and strong woman. She’s very
independent too. A lot of the time Tina was the backbone of their marriage and Bobby always
went to her for advice. Although she was in the background when it came to his career, in their
marriage she was always at the forefront of their relationship.”
How do you remember Bobby Moore? “Bobby is a legend. He was a very dignified man and
very family orientated. He gave everything for his family and his career. He was a really
decent man.”
Patsy Kensit plays Tina’s mother, Betty. What relationship did they have? “Tina was very
close to her mum. They depended on each other. In a way Tina looked after her mum as much
as her mum looked after her. They were more like sisters whilst Tina was growing up. Best
friends and very, very close. When her mum died I think it broke her heart.
“Patsy was sitting next to me at the read-through and throughout it she would often hold
my hand. She became that mother figure and really looked after me.”
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Patsy Kensit plays Betty
You met Tina Moore ahead of filming. Did she give you any insight to her mother? “When we met, Tina said
‘When I heard you were playing my mum I was so happy, I was so pleased’, and that was lovely to hear.
“Tina was a real firecracker and absolutely fabulous. We spoke on the phone at length and from what she shared
Betty was a woman full of life. She was very much ahead of her time. She’d make Tina smoked-salmon sandwiches
to take to school. She would buy Vogue and make the designer clothes from the patterns that were featured in the
magazine.
“My mum worked in the press office at Christian Dior and they would often have their dress patterns in Vogue.
Like Betty my mother would make them too. I’ve got two dresses I’ve managed to salvage over the years that she
made. The more Tina and I spoke the more similarities we found we had. It was a real honour to play Tina’s mum.”
What relationship does Betty have with her daughter Tina, who is played by Michelle Keegan? “Although
Betty is mum, she and Tina have a very close relationship, much like the one I had with my mother. They told each
other everything, so without being inappropriate they were more like sisters.”
A lot of the filming takes place in the 60’s and 70’s. You were a 70’s child. What do you remember from that
period of time?
“Football was a big thing in my house during the 70’s. My dad was a big Tottenham
Hotspur fan. Every time the England team made a song, my dad would always buy the
record. When Spurs were playing he couldn’t sit and watch the game. He was like Doss (Doris Moore), he would
have to go outside, he couldn’t cope and then he’d come in and want everyone to say a prayer.
“I grew up seeing how passionate people get about the game and I love it. I support Spurs like my dad did, and my
two sons are both football fanatics. I think it’s a healthy hobby for my boys to be going to watch the match on a
Saturday. They were both really excited when they heard I was doing Tina and Bobby.”
Thinking about Bobby and his career how have you remembered him?
“Ironically I presented a documentary last year for BBC called Living in ’66 which went out a few days before I met
the production team on Tina and Bobby!
“Bobby is the people’s hero, an absolute legend. Everyone seems to know about that
famous fourth goal which he set up in the England vs. West Germany ’66 World Cup. It’ll be on the list of amazing
things that happened in sport history.”
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Twiggy’s
Toyota
8IBUFWFSIBQQFOFEUPUIFˎT4VQFSNPEFMˏT4VQFSDBS
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wiggy. She should need no introduction, unless
you are on the young side. Essentially she was the
most famous model in the world. Famous for
being quite skinny. Her real name was Lesley Hornby
and in 1968, Toyota gave her a 2000GT.
Twiggy had agreed to do what she did best at the
14th Tokyo Motor Show in 1967 and that was, stand
next to the gold car.
Following shipment of the vehicle to Britain, Twiggy
took delivery in February 1968. The press event and
handover of ‘UBY 2F’ was hosted in the London
showroom of the recently established Toyota (GB) Ltd.
As the 18-year-old Twiggy did not yet have a licence,
following the staged photo opposite, driving duties
were handed to then boyfriend and manager Justin de
Villeneuve.
After Twiggy, the car became embroiled in a curious
American TV show ‘The Ugliest Girl in Town. This new
ABC sitcom first aired on 26 September 19’68 and
focused on the antics of Canadian comedian Peter
Kastner and his courtship of English actress Patricia
Brake while disguised as a female model.
Modified for the part with hideous psychedelic,
painted graphics, Twiggy’s old car could not save the
series which was cancelled before all 20 episodes
could be shown.
The car was resprayed and exported to America.
Toyota USA purchased what was becoming an
increasingly rare car, in 1981.
Sent away for restoration a second time after a fire,

the job went to Shin Yoshikaw a 2000GT expert who discovered
the original colour. A tiny arc of gold paint was visible around the
door latch which clearly showed the Toyota’s original colour and
when this was cross-referenced against the frame and engine
codes, immediately revealed the car as one of only two in
existence. The numbers also connected it right back to its early
life as Toyota’s 1960s show star.
A full restoration and bare metal respray was carried out and
a total of seven coats of gold paint were applied, topped off with
three coats of lacquer. Surely Twiggy would approve?
Watch film of the restoration here: http://www.studiotimecapsule.com/restoration_of_twiggys_toyota_2000gt
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Follow Spencer HazE's
adventures at the Free
car mag.com website...he's
from 1973 and seems to
have time travelled to the
year 2000 before making
it to 2017. Confused? well
there are cars, fights &
fun with a retro twist.
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